Special Families of Saint Julie Billiart
Diocese of Matagalpa Nicaragua

Familias Especiales
(FE) is a social non profit
service agency for
Families with children with
disabilities, especially
those families with low
FE started by special mothers
income and few
runs 14 programs in 7 different
resources.
sites and gives support to over
1,200 families in Matagalpa
Nicaragua.

Special
Families
Vision
Special Families of
Saint Julie Billiart
actively w orks to
build a society that is
inclusive of Families
w ho care for
children, young
people, and adults
w ith disAbilities
seeking out and
obtaining
opportunities for
their integral
development.

16 years of service

Mission
Special Families of
Saint Julie Billiart is a
nonprofit foundation
that promotes the
integral development
of Families w ith
children, young people
and adults w ith
DisAbilities through
identifying their
abilities and needs in
order to assist them to
participate in different
Programs that
contribute to personal
affirmation, social
integration as w ell as
recognizing their role
and rights in our
society

PARK OF STARS,
Saint Julie Billiart

Give Me A Smile And Lets Go
Play!

Saint Julie’s Park of Stars is the
first accessible park in Central
America, with playground
equipment made specifically for
special abilities. In Matagalpa it is a
place where all children and their
families can play together and enjoy
their different abilities. The park
contributes to the greater
community and unity of Special
Families sponsoring festivals, and
other activities.

Wheelchair
Workshop
Saint Julie’s
Wheels

The Work Shop was created
to give mobility to children
and people who are
dependent on aids for
movement.
Wisconsin/Nicaragua
Wheelchair Project sends
containers to FE with
wheelchairs, parts and tools.
These chairs and other aids
are adapted by trained young
people with the aid of
therapists the person receives
the appropriate wheelchair.

Assembly
Maintenance
Adaptation
Repair
Invention

Sun Flower
CAFÉ
And Art Store
A Café with Special
Flavor typical
Nicaraguan food. A
place to get
together with
friends and family,
to enjoy a meal or
pastries and Yogurt.
It is also the place
to buy art work
made by people
with special
abilities.

Housed in the same center as the wheel
chair workshop it is an alternative to
support economically the workshop and
offers jobs for special mothers.

Special Art
Program
ART made with
a Special Touch

ARTIESPECIAL a program
for young people with
disAbilities who have
artistic talents They can
develop these talents in
projects which express
environmental themes.

Paintings, murals,
signs, piñatas,
lithographs, games

Recycle Matagalpa
Recycle Today For A
Better Tomorrow

The main objective is to contribute
to the saving of our earth and to
give employment to those who can
not get work in other places .

They collect paper from many different
groups: businesses, schools, banks offices
and homes. Then it is sorted and cleaned
and weighed and sold to be used to make
recycled products.

Special Education
Center
Rayitos
Rayitos is a Special Education
Center that works with primary age
children who have not had access to
formal education for different
reasons.
The education team is made up of a
Director, three teachers trained in
special education, a psychologist and
various voluntary assistants.

They work with
children with:
•language
problems
•Autism
•Physical disabilities
•Learning
difficulties
•And other needs.

Progress and
Adult Education
Progress is a program for
young people who are
intellectually challenged.
It consists of classes in life
skills, and social interactions,
activities such as dancing and
art are included to help young
people to express themselves .

FE offers a literacy
program for
mothers and
workers by which
adults can earn
their primary
education in two
years.

Smile
Lunch Program

The smile lunch program
started in 2001 with the
objective to make sure that
those attending programs in FE
especially the children in Rayitos
would get at least one good
meal a day. They serve
approximately 90 meals at lunch
time , which also includes elderly
persons who do not have
another alternative and others
who collaborate with programs
of FE five days a week.

Special Aunt’s
Natural Products
Yogurt Made With Love
Special Aunts natural products is a nutrition program
which makes yogurt and cheese and other natural
products artistically. It was set up to give jobs to
people with a handicap and as a way to support the
Smile Lunch Program. The yogurt and cheese have no
chemicals or preservative they are 100% natural.
This product is commercialized in Nicaragua and has its
registration and all permissions and inspections from
the ministry of health.

It is a program which provides yogurts to change the
mal nourished diet of special children in FE who receive
services as well as helping other programs such as the
nutrition center for malnourished children and Casa
Materna for pregnant women, hoping to prevent certain
disAbilities.

Horse Therapy

FE has the only Nicaragua therapist with a title in Horse-therapy from
the University of Gimbernat, Barcelona, Spain.
This therapy is based on the movements of the horse which are in
harmony with the movements of the human body and muscles. It is
a therapy which can reach the muscles that physical therapy cannot
and thus help the person in their rehabilitation. Besides this therapy is
much more motivating because of the relationship with the horse and
being outdoors ina a natural environment. There are two horses
which are dedicated full time to this work and a beautiful area which
belongs to Alvaro Reyes who supports this type of therapy in FE.

Physical
Therapy
FE has a physical
therapist who works
with the children who
come into the park
for therapy, which
also includes a water
therapy space and in
a specialized therapy
room.
This work is also
supplemented by
home therapy which
is realized through
volunteers from
different countries for
those children who
can not come into a
center.

Mental Health
Programs

FE counts on the help of a neurologist
and a psychiatrist that come from out
of town to offer services to the
children and their mothers . In
Matagalpa these specialists do not
exist so it is a gerat deal of help once
a month to have the two doctors serve
approximately 20 patients, the FE
psychologists do the follow-up work
and keep in close contact with the two
doctors.

Neighborhood
Outreach

The heart of FE is neighborhood out
reach, which is based on human
development in order to raise self
esteem of the special teaching and
sharing values and different practical
abilities to help improve their
livelihood. Much of this work is based
on developing communication skills
to help strengthen the families. The
staff of social worker psychologist
and promoters work with programs
created by FE “Mother to Mother,
Homes of Peace and they work hand
in hand with the volunteer team of
mother leaders.

Building Community Awareness

FE actively educates and
advocates for the rights of the
person with disAbilities. They
sponsor different community
actions to sensitize the society
at large about the abilities
and needs of the person with
a disAbility and their families.

Mother Leaders

At the heart of FE are the
mother leaders in each
neighborhood. They represent
the presence of FE in the
neighborhood as they
communicate the activities and
values of the programs, they
identify families and special
needs, giving support to the
families.
Once a month they meet
together for reflection and
training to coordinate their
volunteer services with the
neighborhood outreach team.

Working Together For Change

Thanks to God

